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ABSTRACT
An analytical model of the Atlantic deep stratification and meridional overturning circulation is presented
that illustrates the dynamic coupling between the Southern Ocean and the midlatitude gyres. The model,
expressed here in terms of the two-and-a-half-layer framework, predicts the stratification and meridional
transport as a function of themechanical and thermodynamic forcing at the sea surface. The approach is based
on the classical elements of large-scale circulation theory—ideal thermocline, inertial western boundary
currents, and eddy-controlled Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) models—which are combined to pro-
duce a consistent three-dimensional view of the global overturning. The analytical tractability is achieved by
assuming and subsequently verifying that the pattern of circulation in the model is largely controlled by
adiabatic processes: the time-mean and eddy-induced isopycnal advection of buoyancy. The mean stratifi-
cation of the lower thermocline is determined by the surface forcing in the ACC and, to a lesser extent, by the
North Atlantic DeepWater formation rate. Although the vertical small-scale mixing and the diapycnal eddy-
flux components can substantially influence the magnitude of overturning, their effect on the net stratification
of the midlatitude ocean is surprisingly limited. The analysis in this paper suggests the interpretation of the
ACC as an active lateral boundary layer that does not passively adjust to the prescribed large-scale solution
but instead forcefully controls the interior pattern.
1. Introduction
Meridional overturning circulations (MOCs) in the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and in theAtlantic
are the two main components of the global thermohaline
circulation. These two branches are closely connected by
the exchanges of mass and buoyancy through the common
isopycnal surfaces. The isopycnals corresponding to the
lowerAtlantic thermocline outcrop in the SouthernOcean,
and therefore processes controlling dynamics of the ACC
can also play a major role in setting the deep Atlantic
stratification and MOC. Numerical simulations indicate
that the intensity of the Atlantic MOC (AMOC) is sensi-
tive to the southern winds (Toggweiler and Samuels 1995;
McDermott 1996; Toggweiler and Samuels 1998; Tsujino
and Suginohara 1999; Gnanadesikan and Hallberg 2000),
buoyancy gain at the surface (Hasumi and Suginohara
1999; Wang et al. 1999; Keeling 2002; Saenko et al. 2003),
andmesoscale eddy transports in theACC (Gnanadesikan
et al. 2003; Kamenkovich and Sarachik 2004).Most of the
numerical results are based on coarse non-eddy-resolving
models that may not adequately represent all relevant
processes, such as the Agulhas rings (e.g., Donners and
Drijfhout 2004) or the response of mesoscale eddies to
changing winds (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan 2001, 2006;
Meredith and Hogg 2006). However, the key message
of the modeling studies—the importance of the large-
scale coupling between the ACC and Atlantic in con-
trolling the deep stratification and the meridional over-
turning—appears to be robust and is likely to be reflected
in more realistic models and in nature as well.
Although considerable effort has gone into the numer-
ical modeling studies, there have been only a few attempts
to explain the Atlantic stratification and overturning
fromfirst principles. Luyten et al. (1983) demonstrate how
Ekman downwelling and conservation of potential
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vorticity determine stratification and circulation in the
main thermocline, where isopycnal layers outcrop at the
surface in the zonally blocked gyre regions. Theories
addressing stratification of the lower thermocline, where
the isopycnals intersect the basin boundaries rather than
outcrop, are more controversial. The advective ther-
mocline theories (Rhines and Young 1982; Luyten et al.
1983) treat the depths of nonoutcropping isopycnals
as independent parameters. The diffusive thermocline
theory assumes that the stratification is maintained
by the balance between vertical diffusion of heat and
cross-isopycnal upwelling of deep waters (Robinson and
Stommel 1959; Munk 1966). Numerical simulations of
the Atlantic indeed exhibit a strong dependence of the
stratification and overturning on the vertical diffusivity
(e.g., Bryan 1987); however, most Atlantic-only models
of AMOC have to rely on very high values of vertical
mixing (5–10 3 1025 m2 s21) to reproduce overturning of
realistic strength. Such high diapycnal diffusivity is not
supported by microstructure and tracer dispersion mea-
surements, suggesting values on the order of 1 3 1025
m2 s21 (Gregg 1987; Ledwell et al. 1993; Toole et al. 1994).
Clearly, the diffusive model by itself is incapable of
explaining the deep stratification and overturning. How-
ever, Samelson and Vallis (1997) suggest the existence of
two distinct regimes, the shallow adiabatic thermocline
and the lower internal thermocline controlled by the
diffusive dynamics. Recently, a number of studies (Radko
and Marshall 2004a,b; Henning and Vallis 2004) have
examined the possibility that the large-scale circulation
patterns can also be affected by mesoscale variability. In
particular, Radko and Marshall (2004a) demonstrate that
eddies can balance the influx of buoyancy from the mixed
layer into the thermocline. Of particular interest for the
present study is a relatively new suggestion (Toggweiler
and Samuels 1998; Gnanadesikan 1999; Marshall and
Radko 2003; Kamenkovich and Sarachik 2004) that the
stratification of the lower thermocline may be controlled
by the interaction between theAtlantic circulation with
the adjacent ACC. High-resolution numerical simula-
tions, capable of resolving mesoscale eddies, confirm
these expectations. Henning and Vallis (2004) dem-
onstrate that, in the case of strong ACC winds, the
stratification is controlled by the combination of ACC
wind stress and diapycnal diffusion in the gyre region.
Most recently, Wolfe and Cessi (2010) emphasized the
importance of the nearly adiabatic ACC dynamics for
the Atlantic stratification. They confirm that the mid-
depth stratification is controlled by the ACC processes,
through the isopycnals that outcrop in both ACC and
the North Atlantic.
Although the theory of the midlatitude thermocline
has a long and distinguished history, a consistent physical
picture of the ACC is only beginning to emerge. One of
the difficulties in conceptualizing the ACC dynamics and
theorizing about the connection between the Southern
Ocean and AMOC is related to the principal difference
of the dynamics and circulation patterns in the zonally
blocked Atlantic and in the reentrant ACC. The Atlantic
circulation is characterized by geostrophic midlatitude
gyres with intense western boundary currents (WBCs). In
contrast, the net geostrophicmeridional circulation in the
ACC can only be maintained next to topographic ridges,
and therefore meridional subsurface transport is largely
eddy induced. These distinct dynamic features require
development of a different analytical framework for the
ACC stratification and circulation.
Another controversial aspect of the ACC dynamics
concerns the relative significance of diabatic and adia-
batic processes in the Southern Ocean (e.g., Hallberg
and Gnanadesikan 2001, 2006). Air–sea fluxes and small-
scalemixing are clearly essential for closing the buoyancy
budget of the upper cell of the meridional overturning
circulation. However, it is not clear whether the role of
diabatic processes in the ACC is limited to transforming
the Upper Circumpolar Deep Water into the lighter
Antarctic IntermediateWater or whether they actively
control the distribution and pathways of water masses
in the Southern Ocean. Warren et al. (1996), Toggweiler
and Samuels (1998), Doney et al. (1998), Gnanadesikan
and Hallberg (2000), and Speer et al. (2000) emphasize
the significance of diabatic effects in forcing water-mass
transformation.Anumber of studies (Johnson andBryden
1989; Marshall et al. 1993; Tansley and Marshall 2001;
Olbers et al. 2004; Henning andVallis 2005; Hallberg and
Gnanadesikan 2006) advocate the adiabatic view of the
ACC, which assumes that stratification is maintained by
a balance between geostrophic eddies and the Eulerian
mean circulation.
The difficulty of incorporating eddy transfer led to
a rather slow development of conceptual models of the
ACC (e.g., Johnson and Bryden 1989; Marshall et al.
1993). Recently, however, residual-mean theories have
been applied (see Karsten et al. 2002; Marshall and
Radko 2003; Radko and Marshall 2006), which we be-
lieve capture the essence of the zonally averaged circu-
lation and stratification of the ACC and fully embrace
the central role of eddies. Marshall and Radko (2003)
assumed that diabatic processes in the thermocline are
limited to the upper mixed layer, implying that the re-
sidual circulation is directed along the isopycnal surfaces.
Radko (2005) explicitly inquired about the respective roles
played by the diabatic and adiabatic processes in control-
ling the distribution of buoyancy and residual circulation
in the Southern Ocean. His analysis suggested that purely
adiabatic dynamics adequately explains gross features of
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the buoyancy distribution in the interior of the ACC.
Diabatic forcing is essential in driving the secondary
(residual) circulation, which is, however, steered along
pathways set by the dominant adiabatic balance. The new
framework explicitly connected and reconciled the dia-
batic views of the ACC (e.g., Speer et al. 2000), which
emphasize the role of water-mass transformation, and
purely adiabatic models (e.g., Johnson and Bryden 1989).
Radko (2007) generalized this analysis by considering
the zonally unbounded ocean extending into both hemi-
spheres: an aqua planet. He demonstrated that the adia-
batic model, which does not rely on the small-scale
diabatic mixing in the interior, can account for a signifi-
cant fraction of the global MOC. Radko et al. (2008)
further developed this idea, applying it to observations
and a comprehensive numerical model. They proposed
a technique that makes it possible to infer the pattern of
the pole-to-pole MOC without any information about
the diapycnal interior mixing. The similarity of the in-
ferred and actual circulation patterns in Radko et al.
(2008) supports the adiabatic view of the MOC.
The aforementioned theories have provided consis-
tent but disconnected views of the stratification and
meridional overturning in gyres and in the ACC. There
have been only a few attempts to explain the connection
between theAtlanticMOC and theACC in terms of con-
ceptual dynamical models. Gnanadesikan (1999) com-
bines the effects of low-latitude diffusion with Ekman
transport and eddies in the ACC to derive scaling for the
depth of the Atlantic pycnocline and magnitude of the
MOC; this scaling is further explored by Klinger et al.
(2003). This pattern of overturning is sustained entirely
by the processes operating in the Southern Ocean, a pos-
sibility supported by modeling studies (Toggweiler and
Samuels 1998) and theoretical considerations (Samelson
2004). Gnanadesikan’s model, however, does not take into
account surface buoyancy fluxes, which may be critical for
upwelling of the upper circumpolar deep water (Speer
et al. 2000) and does not attempt to describe the three-
dimensional density structure. Samelson (2009) considers
a reduced gravity model of the MOC in a rectangular
basin connected to a circumpolar channel. Similar to
Gnanadesikan (1999), his paper describes a regime in
which the midlatitude diapycnal upwelling is negligible
and the AMOC is controlled by the ACC processes. The
Samelson (2009) model does not, however, include iso-
pycnals outcropping within a circumpolar channel and
cannot account for the ventilation of the ocean from the
ACC. Nikurashin and Vallis (2011) consider a simple
theoretical model of the deep stratification with ACC
and a closed basin without a source of the deep water in
the north, which incorporates effects of winds, eddies
and diapycnal mixing. They demonstrated the existence
of two limiting regimes with weak and strong diapycnal
mixing.
The present study attempts to address the problem by
developing an explicit analytical model of the ACC–
Atlantic sector, a model that unifies the classical ap-
proaches and ultimately clarifies the link between the
Southern Ocean and gyres. Our theory builds on the ideal
thermoclinemodel (Rhines andYoung 1982; Luyten et al.
1983) for the interior of gyres; utilizes the stratified inertial
western intensification model (Huang and Stommel 1990);
and at the same time reflects the significance of eddies
in the circumpolar current, analogous to that in Marshall
and Radko (2003). Tractability is achieved by consid-
ering the adiabatic zero-order solution—hence the term
‘‘semi-adiabatic’’—and subsequently incorporating di-
abatic effects as a first-order correction.
The manuscript is organized as follows: The setup of
the problem, the assumptions, and the forcing patterns
are presented in section 2. Section 3 describes a two-step
solution technique, involving the search for a fully adi-
abatic basic state and its diabatic adjustment. The dia-
batic correction, evaluated for the realistic magnitudes
of diabatic effects (section 4), is relatively weak, which
supports our key thesis that the ACC–Atlantic coupling
is governed largely by the adiabatic dynamics. The de-
pendence of the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW)
formation rate on atmospheric forcing and oceanic
density structure has not been satisfactory explained in
the literature and it is not explicitly represented in our
theory. Instead, we consider two alternative model con-
figurations. In the first example (section 4), the NADW
formation rate is treated as an independent parameter, an
approach used to clarify its direct role in setting the
density structure. In the fully interactive model (section
5), the formation rate and thermocline depth are linked
by an empirical relation. In section 6, we examine the
response of the system to changes in eddy diffusivity; of
particular interest is the possibility that the eddy diffu-
sivity in the Southern Ocean is linked to the variation in
the local wind stress. We summarize and draw conclu-
sions in section 7.
2. Formulation
The principal difficulty in constructing a tractable
model of deep stratification and global overturning is
related to a variety of interconnected physical compo-
nents. Each region of the ocean is characterized by its
own dynamics. Even the crudest classification (see Fig. 1)
reveals at least four key players in the overturning game:
(i) the geostrophic interior of midlatitude gyres, which,
we assume, conforms to Sverdrup dynamics and can
be described by the ideal thermocline theory (Luyten
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et al. 1983); (ii) the swift and narrow boundary currents;
(iii) the tropics (TR); and (iv) the reentrant Antarctic
Circumpolar Current, where meridional mass trans-
port by mesoscale eddies is of primary importance.
Our model attempts to integrate these individual el-
ements, taking into account differences in dynamics.
To offer a transparent and yet sufficiently realistic model
of the global overturning, we consider a steady two-and-a-
half-layer shallow water model, which is forced at the sur-
face by thewinds and the air–seadensity flux. The thickness
equations, the layered counterparts of the continuity equa-





















































Here, (h, D) represent the time-mean depths of upper
and lower density interfaces, (u1, y1) and (u2, y2) are
the velocities, and wE is the Ekman pumping. As
is conventional in layered models (Pedlosky 1986;
Cushman-Roisin 1987; Luyten and Stommel 1986), the
effects of surface heating/cooling and evaporation/
precipitation are represented by the term q 5 Q/Dr,
where Q is the net surface density flux and Dr is the
density difference between the two upper layers. The
terms (e12 eddy, e23 eddy) represent the eddy-induced dia-
pycnal flux (Radko andMarshall 2004a,b). A number of
ideas on how to parameterize the isopycnal and dia-
pycnal transports by eddies appear in the literature
(e.g., as reviewed in Visbeck et al. 1997). We shall use









corresponding to the thickness diffusion. Parameteriza-
tion (3) is generally consistent with the qualitative prop-
erties of eddies observed in numerical experiments and
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the ACC–gyre system. The key components of the large-
circulation pattern include (i) the midlatitude gyres, which contain the shadow and pool zones
[Luyten–Pedlosky–Stommel (LPS) model]; (ii) the WBCs; (iii) the TR; and (iv) the ACC.
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conveniently used in the analytical and numericalmodels.
This closure is analogous to the Gent and McWilliams
(1990) model, widely used in modern GCMs. The dif-
ference is related to the treatment of intersections of the
isopycnals with the basin boundaries and the free surface.
In the original Gent–McWilliams parameterization, the
eddy diffusivity is set to zero at the intersections, which
precludes any net eddy-induced diapycnal volume flux.
However, numerical eddy-resolving simulations suggest
that the net diapycnal flux due tomesoscale eddies can be
substantial. It even exceeds the diapycnal flux driven by
small-scale vertical mixing (Radko and Marshall 2004a).
Therefore, to incorporate these diabatic eddy effects, con-
sistent solutions have been proposed (Radko andMarshall
2004b) that use the same (finite) value ofK at intersections
as in the interior. In the present model, we adopt a more
conservative approach: the eddy diffusivity at the basin
boundaries Kb is assumed to be finite but substantially less
than the interior value K.
Finally, the terms (e12 mix, e23 mix) in (1) represent

















These expressions were obtained by fitting the contin-
uous exponential density profile r(z)5C exp(z/H)1 r3
to the discrete data based on our layered formula-
tion [r(0.5h) 5 r1, r(0.5h 1 0.5D) 5 r2] and evaluating
the vertical diapycnal velocity using Munk’s (1966)
advective–diffusive balance. Here, ri represents the
densities in layers i5 1–3. For simplicity, we will assume













The relationships in (4) appear somewhat counterintu-
itive because h, the depth of the upper interface, does
not appear in the expression for diffusivities. This is a
consequence of using a crude discretization of the ver-
tical density profile by only two active layers. The above
approach can be generalized to any number N of active
layers, and the resulting equivalent of (4) can be expected
to depend on the upper-ocean stratification. To examine
the importance of a particular choice of parameterization
for diffusive fluxes e12 mix and e23 mix in our model, we
experimented with alternative forms of (4). Consistent
with our assumptions of the secondary importance of
diabatic processes, we observed the remarkable lack of
sensitivity of the stratification to the details of the
mixing model. For instance, replacing D in (4) by h,
which emphasizes the influence of the upper layer, af-
fects the resulting interfacial depths by less than 2%.
The time-mean momentum balance is assumed to be
geostrophic everywhere except for the narrow and swift
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where g9 5 g(Dr/r1) is the reduced gravity. As demanded
by geostrophy, the layer depths are uniform at the eastern
boundary of the gyre (hE, DE) but allowed to vary at the
western boundary (hW, DW) because of ageostrophic
effects.
The set of equations (1)–(6) will be solved in the ge-
ometry meant to represent, in an idealized and simpli-
fiedmanner, the Atlantic Ocean–ACC system. Figures 1
and 2 depict the model domain, which consists of a
rectangular basin, bounded from the south by the reentrant
channel. The dimensions chosen for the setup correspond
to the oceanic scales,
L
x
5 53 106 m, LG5 53 10




5 23 107 m, d5 106 m. (7)
Substituting (6) into the thickness equations of (1), we
reduce the governing equations to
J
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is the Jacobian. The system in (8) pertains to the region
where two layers exist. For the region with only one













Based on scaling arguments and traditional views, we
expect the primary balances to be as indicated in Table 1:
the eddy driven transfer is essential for the ACC, the
interior of gyres is governed by Sverdrup dynamics, and
inertial effects control the western boundary layers. No
attempt is made to explicitly describe the tropical re-
gion within the distance d from the equator. Instead, we
match the northern and southern circulation patterns by
requiring the continuity of the isopycnal depth at the
eastern boundary (hE, DE) and continuity of the net ad-
vective meridional transport, which includes subsurface
advection and Ekman transport in the upper mixed layer.
The system is forced by the surface wind stress t and sea





















where the values of (ti,Qi, li, yi), i5 1, . . . , 4 were chosen
on the basis of qualitative consistency with observations.
The resulting patterns are shown in Figs. 3a,b. By varying
the individual values of (ti, Qi), we can explore the
influence of the local mechanical and thermodynamic
forcing on the large-scale circulation. The Coriolis param-











5 1.5  104 s1. (11)
It should be noted that our model does not explicitly
represent the formation of the NADW in northern high
latitudes. Thus, the strength of the AMOC at the north-










has to be either considered known (section 4) or expressed
through othermodel variables (section 5). Transport in the
FIG. 2. Model geometry. The Atlantic Ocean is represented by a rectangular basin, which is
bounded from south by the reentrant channel (the ACC). The ocean stratification is modeled
by two active density layers, which outcrop at the axis of the ACC and on its poleward flank.
TABLE 1. The assumed dynamics of individual components of the general circulation in the model.
Region Dominant balance Physics
ACC wE ’ e12 eddy, e12 eddy ’ e23 eddy Tendency of the mean Ekman advection to overturn isopycnals is balanced
by eddies (Johnson and Bryden 1989; Marshall and Radko 2003).
LPS J1 ’ wE, J2 ’ 0 Sverdrup dynamics: homogenization of potential vorticity and shadow zones











[N2(D h)] Inertial boundary layer (Huang and Stommel 1990)
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second layer is assumed to balance the net thermocline
















The choice of the particular density interfaces is
somewhat arbitrary at this point. To directly associate the
net fluxes in the upper and lower layers with the over-
turning strength, it seems natural to select the upper density
interface (z 5 2h) as a boundary between the northward
and southward-flowing branches of the AMOC. In the
ocean, the location of the outcrop of this surface is de-
termined by the surface density structure of the ACC, by
properties of the NADW, and by the coupled ocean–
atmosphere dynamics. In our idealized model, for sim-
plicity, we assign the first outcrop to the latitude of zero
Ekman pumping, at the axis of the model ACC,
h5 0 and w
E
5 0 at y5LG  LA. (14)
This assumption is consistent with our adiabatic view
of the AMOC, in which the northward (southward) flow
in the upper (lower) layer corresponds to the downw-
elling (upwelling) at the base of the Ekman layer. The
upper active layer therefore roughly corresponds to the
Antarctic Intermediate and Subantarctic Mode Water,
whereas the lower one corresponds to the Circumpolar
DeepWater. The lower interface in our model outcrops at
the poleward flank of the ACC,
D5 0 at y5LG  2LA. (15)
3. Solution technique
The procedure for solving the problem consists of two
distinct steps. We explicitly assume that, to the leading
order, the circulation is adiabatic. The first stage is then
the solution of the problem under the assumption of no
diapycnal volume flux in the gyre regions. This adiabatic
calculation provides an initial estimate of the thermocline
thickness (hE, DE), which is then used to incorporate the
diabatic effects in the model and refine the zero-order
estimate. In principle, the procedure can be repeated sev-
eral times to achieve any required accuracy. However, in
practice, a single iteration is sufficient because the diabatic
correction of the stratification is surprisingly moderate,
generally representing less than 20%of the initial adiabatic
estimate. Therefore, all calculations presented herein in-
volve only one corrective iteration, which affords a trans-
parent analytical description of the dynamics at play.
a. Zero-order solution
The zero-order solution is constructed as follows. In
the absence of diapycnal volume loss over gyre regions
(q5 ei,i11 mix5 ei,i11 eddy5 0), the meridional subsurface




























where Mh0 and MD0 are the meridional transports in
the upper and lower layers, respectively, at the ACC–
gyre interface. The subscript 0 is used here to indicate
that the expressions in (16) provide a zero-order esti-
mate.
FIG. 3. The assumed patterns of (a) the wind stress and (b) the air–
sea density flux. Dashed lines delineate distinct regions indicated in
Fig. 1. The dashed–dotted line indicates the axis of the ACC.
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We assume a leading-order balance between eddy in-
duced and mean circulation in the ACC region, the ‘‘van-
ishing of the Deacon cell.’’ This balance is integrated in
x subject to the periodic zonal boundary conditions in the




































for 2LG 2 2LA , y ,2LG 2 LA, where the overbars
denote zonal averaging. Equations (17) and (18) re-
flect the competition between the Eulerian circulation
acting to overturn the isopycnals and geostrophic
eddies, which tend to flatten them; this is the layered
analog of, for example, the Marshall and Radko (2003,
2006) models.


































1C5 0, for LG  2LA,
y,LG  LA, (20)
where (C, Ch, CD) are the constants of integration,
measuring the strength of the residual circulation. The





























LG  2LA, y,LG  LA, (22)
respectively, where we took advantage of the prescribed
outcrop conditions h

y5LGLA 5 0, D

y5LG2LA 5 0.
The values of (C, Ch, CD) are determined by matching
solutions at the southern and northern flanks of the
ACC with each other and with that in the adjacent
southern subtropical gyre. We insist on the continuity
of zonally averaged depth, as well as on the continuity
of the net meridional volume transport at y52LG and
y52LG 2 LA. At the zero order, we approximate the









to be refined at the first-order correction. Combining
(21)–(23) with the matching conditions at y 5 2LG and
y52LG 2 LA, we arrive at the explicit expressions for
DE0 and hE0 as a function of the wind forcing over the
ACC. To indicate that, at this point, we have obtained
only the zero-order approximation of (hE,DE), these are
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where r1 ’ r2 was used for simplicity. Using (16), we







































For M 5 20 Sv (1 Sv [ 106 m3 s21), K 5 1000 m2 s21,
r1 5 1025, g9 5 10
22, the Coriolis parameter [(11)], wind
stress in Fig. 2a, and the basin dimensions in (7), Eq. (24)







a very reasonable proposition for the Southern Ocean.
We remind the reader that these estimates are obtained
within a purely adiabatic framework. Our ability to de-
rive sensible solutions without invoking diapycnal mix-
ing supports our key assumption that the stratification of
the global ocean is largely controlled by the internal
adiabatic dynamics of the ACC.
The stratification equations in (25) imply that the depth





which is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Karsten
et al. 2002; Marshall and Radko 2003; Henning and
Vallis 2005). Note that for K 5 constant—our central
example—the depth scale is proportional to the wind
stress. This choice of constant diffusivity K is motivated
largely by considerations of tractability. However, other
choices for K are possible. Inevitably, the use of non-
uniformK affects the functional relationship between the
depth scale and the wind stress. For example, by as-
suming K ; UeLe in (27), where Ue and Le are the
typical eddy scales, one arrives at the power law D; t2/5
(see Henning and Vallis 2005). If K;D is used instead,
as in Marshall and Radko (2003), then the relation be-
tween depth and wind stress in (27) reduces to D; t1/2.
In section 6, we also consider the possibility that the
diffusion coefficient in ACC is controlled by wind
stress, as suggested by some observational studies
(Meredith and Hogg 2006). The question of dependencies
of the eddy diffusivity on the characteristics of the back-
ground state is complicated, still largely unresolved, andwill
remain a topic of future studies. Meanwhile, we focus on
the simplest model characterized by the uniform eddy
diffusivity.
Another caveat in interpretation of the stratification
equations in (25) is related to their prediction of the
ACC stratification for a given value of M. It should be
kept in mind that, in nature, the NADW formation rate
responds to changes in stratification. Changes in both hE0
andM are closely linked and thereforemust both occur in
response to variation in the external forcing. Thus, for
instance, one may be tempted to conclude from (25) that
hE0 always decreases with M. Such interpretation would
be generally erroneous: changes in forcing (most notably
inwinds over the SouthernOcean) affect bothM and hE0,
and therefore plausible scenarios exist in which M and
hE0 simultaneously increase. We find it instructive, nev-
ertheless, to first treat M as an independent parameter
(section 4) to explore its direct impact on the stratifica-
tion. The tendency of the AMOC to increase for deeper
thermocline will be explicitly addressed in section 5,
where an additional empirical relation between M and h
will be incorporated into the model.
b. First-order correction
Our next step is to use the zero-order stratification in
(24) to calculate all diabatic sources and sinks of volume
for the pole-to-pole MOC and thereby refine our initial
estimate. First, we use our estimate of layer depths at the
eastern boundary (hE0, DE0) to reconstruct the stratifi-
cation in the interior of gyres. This calculation is based on
the conventional thermocline theory (Rhines and Young
1982; Luyten et al. 1983), which is briefly reviewed in the
appendix. It involves separately solving the problem
in the shadow zone, where motion in the second layer is
suppressed by the proximity of the eastern boundary, and
in the pool region, where we follow the conventional
approach (Rhines and Young 1982) and assume uniform
PV distribution in the second layer (see the schematic in
Fig. 1). We note in passing that the current formulation is
somewhat simpler than the general thermocline theory
(Luyten et al. 1983) because the latter also describes the
ventilated zone associated with the midlatitude outcrops,
absent in our model.
The diapycnal eddy-induced fluxes are largely limited
to the western intensification zone (Radko andMarshall
2004a). Therefore, an explicit model of the western
boundary current is needed to evaluate the cross-layer
exchanges of volume due to diabatic eddies. The chosen
western boundary layer model is based on inertial dy-
namics and represents a modification of the Huang and
Stommel (1990) solution for our system. The combina-
tion of the interior and boundary layer models (see the
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appendix for details) yields a consistent adiabatic zero-
order solution in the gyre region. Knowing the distribu-
tion of D and h, in turn, allows us to evaluate the dia-
pycnal flux terms in (3) and (4). The diapycnal volume



















are computed using the interior adiabatic solution in






































is calculated using the western boundary solution in
(A14)–(A19). The integrals in (28) and (29) are evaluated
using MAPLE (symbolic math software). These dia-
pycnal fluxes are then used to correct our estimate [(16)]
of the AMOC at the ACC–gyre boundary for the dia-








































gyre q dx dy describes the exchange of vol-
ume between layers associated with the air–sea density
flux. Finally, incorporating the new transport values, along
with the effects of the surface density flux over the South-
ern Ocean, into the ACC model in (17)–(24) allows us to












































































where (h1, D1) are the updated mean isopycnal depths
at the ACC–gyre boundary.
4. Results: Noninteractive model
This section uses the formulation in (25)–(31) to
quantify the role of major factors affecting stratification:
the wind stress, the air–sea density flux, and the NADW
formation rate M. We find it instructive to consider sep-
arately two surface heating models: without explicit sur-
face density flux (Q5 0) and with the surface density flux
given by (10). The first formulation implicitly assumes
that surface heating occurs only in the immediate vicinity
of the density outcrops. Ekman transport across the out-
cropping interfaces implies an instantaneous change of
the mixed layer density. This localized loss of density, in










where yA is the location of an outcrop. This configura-
tion, in which the air–sea density flux is limited to the
outcrop areas, will be referred to as the nominal heating
solution. The second formulation describes the system
that is additionally forced by the distributed density flux
in Fig. 3b and will be referred to as the regular heating
model. For both models, we use the following vertical
(k12, k23) and isopycnal (K, Kb) diffusivities:
k
12
5 105 m2 s1, k
23
5 33 105 m2 s1,
K5 1000m2 s1, K
b
5 100m2 s1. (33)
a. Nominal heating solutions: Sensitivity to surface
winds and deep water formation
For M 5 20 Sv (1 Sv [ 106 m3 s21), wind stress in
Fig. 3a—our central example—and zero surface density
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Comparing (34) with the adiabatic estimate in (26) in-
dicates that inclusion of the diapycnal fluxes in the model
produces relatively modest changes in stratification.
Thickness of the upper (thermocline) layer decreases by
22%, whereas thickness of the second layer increases
by 7.5%. The limited difference between (25) and (32) is
consistent with our key assumption that the system is
adiabatic to the zero order.
Figure 4 illustrates the sensitivity of the stratification
(h1,D1) and its adiabatic zero-order estimate (h0,D0)
to the NADW formation rate M. Here, M varies within
the plausible range of 10 Sv , M , 30 Sv, and the re-
sults validate the key assumption of our theory that the
adiabatic zero-order solution is close to the full solution
in which diapycnal mixing is taken into account. In
agreement with earlier expectations (Marshall andRadko
2006), the increase in the meridional overturning of the
ACC results in the shallower thermocline, whereas the
deeper isopycnals remain largely unchanged. The de-
pendencies in Fig. 4 can be rationalized by invoking the
continuity of volume transport in the upper layer across
the ACC–gyre boundary: For fixed surface forcing, stron-
ger overturning demands weaker eddy-induced circulation
in the ACC and thus flatter ACC isopycnals. This calcu-
lation isolates the direct effect of the overturning on the
stratification. At this stage, we do not take into account
possible feedbacks of the stratification on the rate of the
NADW formation, the subject of discussion in section 5.
In Fig. 5, we examine the sensitivity of the stratifica-
tion to the winds over theACC. The assumed expression
for the wind stress (10) allows us to vary winds at selected
locations while keeping the wind pattern in the rest of
the domain largely unchanged. For instance, the fourth
component of wind stress, the t4 exp[2(y2 y4)
2/l4
2] term,
controls the stress pattern over the ACC. In our central
example (Fig. 3), t45 0.26 N m
22. The effect of variation
in t4 in the interval 0.14 N m
22, t4, 0.5 N m
22 on the
overall wind stress profile is shown in Fig. 5c: winds vary
substantially in the ACC region but remain largely un-
changed in the rest of the domain. In response to this
variation, the layer depths linearly increase with t4, as
expected from the zero-order stratification equations in









) over the whole
range of wind stress considered. Overall, the ACC wind
stress appears to have a more profound effect on strati-
fication than the AMOC strength. For instance, halving
M results in about a 50% increase in the depth of the
upper interface, whereas halving the wind stress de-
creases the depth by a factor of 3. An important factor in
this regard is the difference in the zonal extent of the
ACC relative to the extent of the gyre region. The me-
ridional volume flux in gyres is concentrated within the
relatively narrow Atlantic basin (Lx) and is balanced by
the eddy-transport over themuch broaderACC (LxACC
Lx), which tends to reduce the sensitivity of the stratifica-
tion to the AMOC strength. This tendency is reflected in
the stratification equations of (25), where the influence of
M is weighted by the zonal extent of the ACC (LxACC).
What is the role of winds north of ACC? Figure 6
presents an analogous calculation in which the winds
are kept constant over the ACC (t4) but varied over the
Atlantic. We simultaneously vary t1, t2, and t3; the cor-
responding variation in wind stress is indicated in Fig. 6c.
The effects of theAtlantic winds aremild relative to that in
the ACC: doubling the Atlantic (ACC) winds deepens the
pycnocline by 30% (200%). This feature can be rational-
ized by examining the structure of the stratification equa-
tions in (31). Unlike the ACC forcing, which appears
explicitly in (31), the Atlantic winds affect the stratifica-
tion indirectly by modifying the volume transport at the
FIG. 4. Depths of the mean (a) upper and (b) lower interfaces at
the ACC–gyre boundary as a function of the AMOC strength M.
Dashed lines indicate the adiabatic zero-order estimate, and solid
curves pertain to the full solution in which diabatic water-mass
transformation is taken into account. All quantities are presented
hereafter in MKS units.
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ACC–Atlantic boundary. The latter mechanism is not as
efficient, because the meridional transport affects the
stratification significantly less than the ACC winds (Fig. 4).
The upper interface is more sensitive to the Atlantic winds
because of the contribution to the upper-layer transport
from the Ekman component. The sensitivity to the Atlantic
winds is largely limited to the North Atlantic westerlies,
controlled by parameter t1 in ourmodel.As shown in Fig. 7,
the variation of the interfacial depths with wind stress
closely follows the corresponding variation inwinds over the
entire Atlantic in Fig. 6. This indicates that the low-latitude
easterlies have a very limited impact on the stratification.
In Fig. 8, we examine dependencies of the diapycnal
fluxes in the Atlantic induced by mesoscale eddies (29)
and small-scale mixing (28). Because the stratification is
onlyweakly dependent on theAtlantic wind stress (Fig. 6),
so is the diapycnal transport (not shown). Therefore,
we focus (Fig. 8) on the response of the diapycnal fluxes
to variation in the ACC winds t4 (right) and M (left).
The net eddy-induced transport is directed downward in
the thermocline (V12 eddy, 0), reflecting its tendency to
balance the influx of surface water by Ekman pumping
(Radko and Marshall 2004a) and upward in the deep
ocean (V23 eddy . 0). The diapycnal eddy flux across
the upper interface (;10 Sv) is comparable to the net
Ekman subduction, which is consistent with the eddy-
resolving numerical simulations in Radko and Marshall
(2004a). The eddy-induced fluxes intensifywith increasing
winds, consistent with the wind-induced steepening of
the isopycnal surfaces. The upper (lower) layer fluxes
intensify (weaken) with increasingM. These changes are,
however, rather modest: variation in M from 10 to 30 Sv
changes the net diapycnal flux across the upper (lower)
interface by 3 Sv (1 Sv).
FIG. 5. Depths of the mean (a) upper and (b) lower interfaces at the ACC–gyre boundary as functions of the
amplitude of the wind stress over the Southern Ocean (t4). Dashed lines indicate the adiabatic zero-order estimate,
and solid curves pertain to the full solution in which diabatic water-mass transformation is taken into account. (c) The
range of wind stress patterns is also shown.
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The diapycnal upwelling driven by small-scale mixing
is extremely weak.With a net value that is less than 1 Sv,
themixing term is smaller by an order ofmagnitude than
the corresponding eddy-induced transport, which is also
consistent with the eddy-resolving simulations in Radko
and Marshall (2004a). The mixing term is insensitive
to variation in the AMOC strength and increases with
decreasing ACC winds. Both features can be rational-
ized by the inspection of the zero-order stratification
equations in (25): the depth of the second interface is
independent of the AMOC strength and increases with
the wind stress, and the increase (decrease) in depth, in
view of (4), implies reduced (enhanced) mixing.
b. Regular heating solutions: Sensitivity to the
air–sea density flux
The sensitivity of the regular heating solution to the
wind stress and the AMOC strength (not shown) are
similar to that observed in the foregoing nominal heating
calculation and therefore they are not discussed. The
objective is to explore the sensitivity of our solutions to
the air–sea density flux, and the analysis is focused on our
central example with M 5 20 Sv and the wind stress
pattern in Fig. 3a.
Using the density flux in Fig. 3b, the stratification






which is close to the purely adiabatic estimate in (26):
the depth of the upper interface is 11.5% shallower and
the second is 12% deeper. Once again, the results are
consistent with our key assumption that the system is
adiabatic to the zero order. Inspection of the stratifica-
tion equations in (31) indicates that the surface flux af-
fects stratification by two distinct mechanisms: (i) direct
control by the local ACC fluxes [the first two terms on
the right-hand side of (31)] and (ii) indirect influence by
FIG. 6. Depths of the mean (a) upper and (b) lower interfaces at the ACC–gyre boundary as functions of the
amplitude of the wind stress over the Atlantic. Dashed lines indicate the adiabatic zero-order estimate, and solid
curves pertain to the full solution in which diabatic water-mass transformation is taken into account. (c) The range of
wind stress patterns is also shown.
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the flux over the Atlantic, which leads to changes in the
meridional transport at the ACC–gyre boundary (Mh1,
MD1) and thereby affects the layer thicknesses. Which
mechanism is generally more effective?
As was the case with the wind stress, the assumed
expression for the surface density flux in (10) affords an
easy manipulation with its pattern. In Fig. 9a, we vary
the density flux over the ACC, leaving its distribution in
theAtlantic roughly unchanged. This is accomplished by
changing the value of Q4 in (10) within the range22.53
1026 kg m s21 , Q4 , 20.5 3 10
26 kg m s21. The ef-
fect of this variation on Q(y) is shown in the right panel
of Fig. 9a; the heavy solid line corresponds to the stan-
dard profile in Fig. 3b with Q4521.53 10
26 kg m s21.
The results (Fig. 9a, left) indicate that the depths of
density interfaces notably decrease with the increase in
Q4, which is consistent with the increasing buoyancy
input from the atmosphere into the ocean over theACC.
Figure 9b, shows the sensitivity of the stratification in
the model to heating over the Atlantic interior. The
values of Q3 and Q4 are fixed, but Q1 and Q2 are varied,
which results in the range of Q(y) profiles shown in the
right panel of Fig. 9b: the variation is limited to the
Northern Hemisphere and tropics and the flux over
the ACC remains unaltered. The calculation in Fig. 9b
(left) indicates that the lower isopycnal in this case re-
mains largely unaffected by these changes, which is to
be expected because the density flux in (30) does not
alter the net transport (Mh1 1 MD1) appearing in the
equation for D1 [see Eq. (31)]. The depth of the upper
interface responds strongly to changes in the Atlantic
density flux; its variation even exceeds the range of h
1
in
Fig. 9a. It should be kept in mind, however, that the vari-
ation of density flux in Fig. 9b exceeds, both in terms of
magnitude and the affected area, the corresponding varia-
tion in Fig. 9a. To be more quantitative, the variation in
FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but the variation in the wind stress is now limited to the northern westerlies, as indicated in (c).
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depth is weighted by the corresponding variation in the net
density flux. For the calculation in Fig. 9a (Fig. 9b), the
net density flux over the Atlantic (ACC) changes by
4.33 3 107 kg m s21 (1.973 107 kg m s21). This implies













5 2.13 105 s kg1, for the ACC. (36)
Comparable sensitivity of the stratification to the den-
sity fluxes in the ACC and gyre regions is in contrast to a
much greater importance of ACC versus Atlantic winds
(Fig. 6). The result underscores the difference between
themechanical and thermodynamic forcingmechanisms
influencing the stratification in our model. In Fig. 9c, we
vary surface density flux only in the low-latitude tropical
regions. The overall impact on the stratification is sim-
ilar to that in Fig. 9b, which indicates that the air–sea
density flux in tropics matters more than in the mid-
latitude gyre regions.
It should be noted, however, that our model, which
represents the stratification by only two active layers, is
likely to overestimate the effects of the air–sea density
fluxes in the Atlantic because it cannot fully describe the
shielding and redistribution of the density flux in the
strongly stratified main Atlantic thermocline.
5. The interactive model of the AMOC
Although the NADW formation rate was treated as
an independent parameter in the foregoing model, the
reality is more complicated. The strength of overturning
in the northern high latitudes is undoubtedly affected
by the background stratification. To describe this de-
pendence analytically, we adopt the closure used by
Gnanadesikan (1999), who suggested that the magni-
tude of overturning is proportional to the thermocline
depth squared,1
FIG. 8. The net diapycnal flux across the upper and lower interfaces due to (a),(b) mesoscale eddies and (c),(d)
small-scale mixing as a function of the AMOC strength and winds in the Southern Ocean.
1 In his formulation, M is also a linear function of the meridional
density gradient, but we assume this parameter to be a constant here.
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FIG. 9. (left) The response of the depths of the upper and lower interfaces at the ACC–gyre boundary to
the variation in the air–sea density flux over (a) the Southern Ocean, (b) the Atlantic, and (c) the tropical
regions of Atlantic. (right) The corresponding range of density flux.
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M5 ah2E. (37)
To be consistent with the foregoing noninteractive so-
lution, which for M5 20 Sv yields hE05 721 m, we shall
use a 5 38.5 m s21.
With the interactive model in (37), the stratification






























which can be readily solved for hE0, given any reason-
able choice of governing parameters. The technique
used for the noninteractive problem (sections 3 and 4)
can be applied to the interactive model with only trivial
modifications.
In Fig. 10, we examine the sensitivity of the interactive
system to the variation in the strength of the Southern
Ocean winds. As previously (section 4), we vary t4, the
component of the assumed wind stress (10) that con-
trols the local wind pattern over theACC region (Fig. 5c).
The increase in the ACC winds leads to deepening of
the upper interface in Fig. 10a, which is an expected
consequence of model dynamics. When winds and M
were allowed to vary independently (section 4), we noted
that stratification is controlled largely by the ACC winds
and to lesser extent by NADW formation rate. Thus, in
the situation when both t4 and M are varied simulta-
neously (Fig. 10), it is likely that winds remain the dom-
inant controlling factor, acting to deepen the pycnocline.
In view of (37), the monotonic increase in layer depth
with winds also translates into the monotonic increase of
the AMOC strength, which is illustrated in Fig. 10b.
The sensitivity of stratification to the wind stress in
Fig. 10 is, however, substantially weaker than in the cor-
responding calculation with the noninteractive model
(Fig. 5) over the same range of t4. The explanation of
the reduced sensitivity of the interactive model involves
two competing mechanisms. The direct tendency of the
increasing ACC winds to deepen the isopycnals automati-
cally triggers the corresponding increase in M according
to (37). Strengthening of M, in turn, acts to shoal the upper
interface [see Fig. 4a and/or the stratification equations in
(25)], thereby countering the direct effects of wind stress.
Thus, the interactive closure introduces a negative feedback
mechanism in our system, reducing its sensitivity.
It is of interest to examine the dependencies of the
zonal transport of the ACC as a function of the wind
stress. Using the geostrophic velocities in (6), the ACC
transport is written as
FIG. 10. The interactive model. (a) The response of the upper-
layer depth to variation in the amplitude of the wind stress over
the Southern Ocean t4; the adiabatic estimate is indicated by the
dashed curve and the solid curve indicates the full semi-adiabatic
solution. (b) The AMOC strength M as a function of t4.
FIG. 11. Zonal transport of the ACC as a function of the amplitude
of the wind stress over the Southern Ocean t4.
























The dependencies of the layer depths on the wind stress
and AMOC in the noninteractive model take a simple
nearly linear form [see the zero-order stratification equa-
tions in (25)] and therefore the response of VACC to the
variation in ACC winds is equally straightforward. How-
ever, in the interactive regime, the transport of the ACC is
related to the wind stress in a more complicated nonlinear
manner. This relation is shown in Fig. 11. The ACC trans-
port exhibits strong, nearly quadratic dependence on the
amplitude of SouthernOceanwind stress: as t4 is increased
from 0.14 to 0.3 N m22, the ACC transport raises from 77
to 298 Sv.
The response of the stratification to the variation in
the air–sea density flux in the interactive model is of the
same sense but substantially weaker than in the non-
interactive one (Fig. 9). Figure 12 presents the effects
of variation in the air–sea density flux on layer depths
(Figs. 12a,c) and on themeridional transport (Figs. 12b,d).
In Figs. 12a,b, we examine the consequences of the vari-
ation in density flux over theACCwithin the range in Fig.
9a. Figures 12c,d indicate the response of the system to the
variation in the density flux over the Atlantic within the
range in Fig. 9b. As in the case with changing ACCwinds,
use of the interactive closure has a generally stabilizing
effect on the system. The reduced sensitivity of stratifi-
cation to the variation in forcing appears to be a generic
property of the interactive system. Any change in forcing,
mechanical or thermodynamic, that acts to increase (de-
crease) the thermocline depth results in the corresponding
increase (decrease) of M, according to (37). The latter, in
turn, tends to decrease (increase) the thermocline depth
as apparent from the stratification equations (25) and (31),
counteracting the initial tendency.
6. Sensitivity to eddy diffusivity
Finally, it is of interest to examine the response of the
system to changes in eddy diffusivityK, a parameter that
FIG. 12. (top) The response of (a) the depths of interfaces and (b) the AMOC strength to the variation in the air–
sea density flux in the Southern Ocean. (bottom) The effects of variation in density flux over the Atlantic on (c) the
interfacial depths and (d) the AMOC. The corresponding ranges of variation in the density flux are shown in Figs.
9a,b respectively.
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is perhaps least constrained observationally. In Fig. 13,
we plot the layer depths (Fig. 13a) and the NADW for-
mation rate (Fig. 13b) as a function ofK for the interactive
model. The ACC eddies act to flatten the isopycnals. As




decrease with K, in agreement
with earlier studies (Gnanadesikan et al. 2003; Marshall
and Radko 2006). Reduction in the thermocline depth, in
turn, decreases the AMOC strength according to (37). It
should be emphasized that, although most studies treat
eddy diffusivity as an independent parameter, K is likely
to be affected by changes to stratification and forcing. In
Fig. 14, we explore the scenario proposed by Meredith
andHogg (2006), inwhich eddy diffusivity in the Southern
Ocean varies in proportion to the local wind stress. To
be consistent with our central example in which K 5








In Fig. 14, we vary the Southern Ocean wind stress t4
within the range indicated in Fig. 5c and concurrently
change eddy diffusivity using (40). This calculation is
instructive because it involves competition between the
increase in the wind stress, which tends to deepen the
thermocline (Fig. 11), and the opposing influence of
the intensifying eddy activity, which acts to flatten the
isopycnals, thereby making the thermocline shallower.
As indicated in Fig. 14, the upper interface h
1
deepens
with t4, albeit not as rapidly as in the constant K model,
and the AMOC intensity increases. Thus, in our model,
the linear increase in the lateral eddy diffusivity with
winds is insufficient to balance the dominant effect of
winds on the ACC isopycnals.
7. Discussion and conclusions
The establishment and maintenance of the global strati-
fication and the meridional overturning circulation is a
complicated multicoupled phenomenon, involving the
interplay between stratification, meridional transport, dia-
batic and adiabatic processes, mechanical and thermody-
namic forcing. However, not all components affect the
FIG. 13. Sensitivity of (a) the interfacial depths and (b) M to the
eddy diffusivity K. FIG. 14. Effects of the concurrent increase in the wind stress over
the Southern Ocean t4 and the eddy diffusivity K. Responses of
(a) the interfacial depths and (b) the overturning strength.
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stratification equally. Not all ingredients are fully interac-
tive. In such circumstances, tractability is often achieved by
first isolating the most essential physics and then incorpo-
rating the remaining effects as higher-order corrections to
the simplified basic solution. This approach, frequently
used in classical fluid mechanics, is the basis of the current
semi-adiabaticmodel of deep stratification and theAMOC.
An active debate on the relative importance of adiabatic
and diabatic processes, large uncertainty in the magnitude
of the latter, and the tendency of all climate models to
overestimate themagnitude of diapycnalmixing have led us
to consider the basic adiabatic zero-order state, which ig-
nores all interior water-mass transformations. The deep
waters formed in the northern high latitudes (the counter-
part of the NADW) move southward below the main
thermocline, and the zero-order approximation neglects
all the diabatic volume losses/gains along its path toward
the ACC, including those induced by small-scale mixing.
The meridional subsurface transport of the ACC is largely
eddy driven and therefore, for a given wind stress, it is con-
trolled by the slope of isopycnals. Matching the strengths
of theMOCs in theAtlantic and in theACCdetermines the
isopycnal slope and thus the stratification at the ACC–
gyre boundary. Although the zero-order stratification is
controlled by the combination of the local ACCwind stress
and the prescribed northern high-latitude meridional
transport, the stratification ismore sensitive to the variation
in winds. It is also important to distinguish between the
effects of wind stress in the ACC region and in the mid-
latitude gyres, with the former playing a dominant role.
The adiabatic zero-order solution represents an ex-
tension of the Marshall and Radko (2003, 2006) models,
and the next challenge lies in incorporating the diabatic
effects. The purpose of the second step is twofold. In
addition to an obviously desirable move toward realism,
the estimate of the diabatic correction is essential for
validating our zero-order solution, providing a posteri-
ori rationalization for our adiabatic thinking. The dia-
batic effects taken into account include (i) small-scale
vertical mixing, (ii) eddy-induced diapycnal fluxes, and
(iii) the air–sea density flux. We find that the net effect
of the vertical small-scale mixing is least important for
maintenance of the global stratification, whereas the sur-
face heating/cooling is potentially the most significant di-
abatic process. A series of calculations aimed to quantify
and compare the effects of surface heating/cooling in the
ACC region and in themidlatitude gyres suggest that they
exert comparable influences on the upper interface, rep-
resenting the boundary between the northward-flowing
Antarctic Intermediate Water and the southward-flowing
Circumpolar Deep Water. The lower interface, which is
shielded from the direct influence of the Atlantic fluxes, is
affected only by the air–sea density flux over the ACC.
A complete theory of global stratification and over-
turning requires a model for the NADW formation rate
based on high-latitude Northern Hemisphere processes
that are not included explicitly into our formulation. In
nature, the NADW formation rate affects and is affected
by the stratification. To explore the former connection, we
first treat the NADW formation rate as an independent
parameter (section 4) and demonstrate that a stronger
NADW transport acts to shoal the isopycnals, which is
attributed to the associated decrease in the eddy-induced
return flow within the ACC. In the interactive version of
the model (section 5), the AMOC and stratification are
fully coupled and the NADW formation rate is assumed
to be increasing with the square of the isopycnal depth
(Gnanadesikan 1999). The interactive closure noticeably
reduces the sensitivity of the stratification to the external
forcing. This reduction is attributed to the tendency of the
overturning strength, which increases with the thermocline
depth, to shoal the isopycnals. This negative feedback in
our system suggests that the interactive NADW transport
has a stabilizing effect on the stratification.
Overall, the analysis in this paper consistently points
toward the interpretation of the ACC as an active lateral
boundary layer, which does not passively adjust to the
prescribed large-scale solution but instead forcefully se-
lects the interior pattern. This view is supported by
numerous modeling studies. The inability of the ideal
thermocline theory for gyres to uniquely determine the
stratification in the unventilated ocean; large zonal extent
of the ACC; and its steep main isopycnals, whose orien-
tation is controlled by wind forcing and eddy activity,
are the key factors behind the importance of the ACC in
controlling the deep stratification and global overturning.
Finally, it should be noted that, although specific solutions
are presented for the two-and-a-half-layer model, the
broader significance of the proposed methodology lies in
the possibility of extending it, in a straightforward man-
ner, to multilayer models, thereby achieving a richer and
more realistic description of stratified dynamics.
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The description of gyre interior follows the conven-
tional thermocline model (Rhines and Young 1982). At
the zero order, we neglect all diabatic processes, as well
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as inertial terms. The thickness equations in (8) are then
added to obtain the Sverdrup relation connecting the net





























The problem is closed by invoking the conservation of
potential vorticity in the second layer (Rhines and
Young 1982). The solution takes two distinct forms in
the eastern shadow zone and in the western pool region
(see the schematic in Fig. 2),
D h
f

























The boundary between the pool and shadow zones [x5
xp(y)] is obtained by insisting on (i) the continuity of
layer depths across the boundary and (ii) conservation














where f0 is the value of the Coriolis parameter at the lat-
itude where wE5 0. Combining (A5) and (A6), we arrive













Finally, the solution in the pool region is obtained by


















































































b. Western boundary currents
The solution in the western intensification zone is
obtained following Huang and Stommel (1990), who
based their formulation on inertial dynamics and con-
servation of the potential vorticity. Unlike the foregoing
interior model, which represents an exact solution of
governing equations, theHuang–Stommelmodel (see the
schematic in Fig. A1) involves an important approxima-
tion. The model assumes that the conservation of po-
tential vorticity can be expressed as a local constraint:
potential vorticity entering theWBC at a certain location
is assumed to control the boundary current value at
the same latitude. Thus, the variation in potential vor-
ticity across the boundary current is implicitly ignored.
Nevertheless, this model offers a tractable description
and plausible predictions for the width and speed of the
WBC, and therefore it is now utilized for the configura-
tion assumed by our theory.


























where (hI, DI) are the interior depths immediately out-
side the western boundary layer. In (A10), inertial terms
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are consistently neglected in the interior and only the
large v component of the relative vorticity is retained in



















































where (h^, D^) 5 [h(x, y) hI(y),D(x, y)DI(y)] is the
difference between the boundary layer and interior so-
lutions. We expect that the boundary layer solution for
relatively large x smoothly merges with the interior solu-
tion immediately outsideWBC, and therefore (h^, D^)! 0.
The general solution of linear homogeneous ODE
systems can be expressed in terms of exponential modes
proportional to exp(2lx), where l are the roots of the





















Because we are interested in l . 0 only, the final solu-




























































and the constants (C1, C2) can be related to the depths





























D2I  2DIhI 1 5h2I
q . (A16)
Because (hI, DI) are known from the foregoing interior
solution, it now only remains to close the problem by
expressing (hW, DW) in terms of the meridional transport










































































The twisting term (A19) is broken into two components:
the boundary current contribution, which is evaluated
using (A11), and the interior contribution, which is eval-
uated using (A9). The resulting expression is substituted
in (A18), transforming it into a system of two equations
in two unknowns that is solved for (hW, DW) as a function
of (hE0, DE0, M, t, f, g9).
FIG. A1. Schematic diagram illustrating the inertial boundary
layer solution. The linear potential vorticity, entering the western
boundary layer from the interior, is assumed to retain its value
while acquiring the nonlinear component.
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